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Springer Publishing Co Inc, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Occupational Health Psychology (OHP) is a rapidly expanding interdisciplinary
field that focuses on the science and practice of psychology in promoting and developing workplace
health- and safety-related initiatives. This comprehensive text for undergraduate and graduate
survey courses is the first to encompass a wide range of key issues in OHP from a North American
perspective. It draws from the domains of psychology, public health, preventive medicine, nursing,
industrial engineering, law, and epidemiology to focus on the theory and practice of protecting and
promoting the health, well-being, and safety of individuals in the workplace and improving the
quality of work life. The text addresses key psychosocial work issues that are often related to mental
and physical health problems, including psychological distress, burnout, depression, accidental
injury, obesity, and cardiovascular disease. It examines leadership styles as they impact
organizational culture and provides specific recommendations for reducing employee-related
stress through improved leader practices. Also addressed is the relationship between adverse
psychosocial working conditions and harmful health behaviors, along with interventions aimed at
improving the work environment and maximizing effectiveness. Additionally, the book discusses
how scientists and practitioners in...
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I just began looking at this pdf. We have read through and that i am confident that i will gonna study once more once more down the road. Your lifestyle
span will likely be change the instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Eli Ra u-- Eli Ra u

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Ma tteo Tor p-- Ma tteo Tor p
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